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The complete set of two-loop renormalization group equations in general gauge field theories is
presented. This includes the β-functions of parameters with and without a mass dimension.
I. INTRODUCTION
Renormalization group equations (RGEs) provide a
unique means in the analysis of particle physics. Com-
prehensive analysis of RGEs confirmed the behavior of
asymptotic freedom in QCD, which played a pivotal role
in establishing a non-Abelian gauge theory for the strong
interaction [1]. The runnings of coupling constants and
mass parameters are crucial in global analysis of high pre-
cision electroweak experiments [2]. On the other hand,
RGEs analysis extrapolated to extremely high energy
provides a possible, in some cases the only feasible, test
for physics beyond the SM. The RGEs is a natural ingre-
dient in the analysis of grand unification theories and
string theories. For more than ten year, it has been
know that gauge couplings do not unify within the SM.
This gives extra evidence against simple grand unifica-
tion theories such as SU(5) without supersymmetry, in
addition to the non-observation of proton decay. On the
other hand, gauge couplings seem to unify at a scale
∼ 2×1016 GeV in the minimal supersymmetric standard
model, which can be interpreted as an indirect evidence
for supersymmetry as well as unification theories [3–5].
Computations of RGEs in gauge theories have been
performed for various models to different orders of per-
turbation. Persistent efforts yielded recently a four-loop
result of the β-function of the strong coupling constant
[6]. Two-loop RGEs of dimensionless couplings in a gen-
eral gauge theory as well as the specific case of the SM
had been calculated long ago in a series of classic pa-
pers by Machacek and Vaughn [7–9]. By introducing
a non-propagating gauge-singlet “dummy” scalar field,
two-loop RGEs of dimensional couplings can be readily
inferred from dimensionless results [10, 11]. These were
used to derive the RGEs of supersymmetric theories a
decade later [10].
Recently[11], we re-calculated the two-loop RGEs in
the SM, in a combination of using the general results of
[7–9] and direct calculations from Feynman diagrams. A
new coefficient was found in the β-function of the quartic
coupling and a class of gauge invariants were found to be
absent in β-functions of hadronic Yukawa couplings. We
also presented the two-loop β-function of the Higgs mass
parameter in complete form, which provided a partial but
useful check on the calculation of the quartic coupling.
Whenever discrepancy with the literature appears, we
carefully inspected relevant Feynman diagrams to ensure
consistency. In this paper, we present the complete set
of two-loop renormalization group equations in general
gauge field theories. This includes the β-functions of pa-
rameters with and without a mass dimension. The results
in [11] can then be readily reproduced.
In section 2, we present essential notations and defini-
tions, along with a discussion of the differences between
[7–9] and our analysis. In section 3, we present the γ-
functions of the scalar and fermion fields. In section 4,
we present the β-functions of dimensionless parameters
and in section 5 those of dimensional parameters. In sec-
tion 6 the results are extended to semi-simple groups. We
conclude in section 7.
II. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
We start with a general renormalizable field theory
with gauge fields V Aµ of a compact simple group G, scalar
fields φa and two-component fermion fields ψj . In section
6, these results will be extended to semi-simple groups.
The Lagrangian of the theory can be conveniently divided
into three parts,
L = L0 + L1 + (gauge fixing + ghost terms) , (1)
where L0 contains no dimensional parameters and L1 in-
cludes all terms with dimensional parameters. Explicitly
L0 = −
1
4
FµνA F
A
µν +
1
2
DµφaDµφa + iψ
+
j σ
µDµψj
−
1
2
(
Y ajkψjζψkφa + h.c.
)
−
1
4!
λabcdφaφbφcφd,(2)
where ζ = ±iσ2. Different from [7–9], we have included
an overall 12 factor in the Yukawa coupling terms. The
gauge field strengths are defined to be
FAµν = ∂µV
A
ν − ∂νV
A
µ + gf
ABCV Bµ V
C
ν (3)
where fABC are the structure constants of the gauge
group and g is the gauge coupling constant. Choosing
the standard Rξ gauge, the gauge field propagator is
DABµν (k) = δ
AB
(
−gµν + (1− ξ)
kµkν
k2
)
i
k2
, (4)
where ξ is the gauge parameter. Covariant derivatives of
matter fields are
Dµφa = ∂µφa − igθ
A
abV
A
µ φb (5)
Dµψj = ∂µψj − igt
A
jkV
A
µ ψk (6)
2where both θAab and t
A
jk are hermitian matrices, which
form representations of the gauge group on the scalar
and fermion fields, respectively. Since any complex scalar
fields can always be decomposed in terms of real ones,
scalars in this paper are assumed to be real. θA are thus
pure imaginary and antisymmetric. For late convenience,
we define the following gauge invariants:
Cab2 (S) = θ
A
acθ
A
cb, S2(S)δ
AB = Tr[θAθB ] (7)
Cab2 (F ) = t
A
act
A
cb, S2(F )δ
AB = Tr[tAtB] (8)
C2(G)δ
AB = fACDfBCD (9)
Cab2 (R) is block diagonal for each irreducible representa-
tion R( = S, F ) of eigenvalue of C2(R).
In this paper, we use dimensional regularization and
the modified minimal subtraction algorithm. The renor-
malized coupling constants xk in d = 4 − 2ǫ are related
to corresponding bare coupling constants x0k by
x0kµ
−ρkǫ = xk +
∞∑
n=1
a
(n)
k
1
ǫn
(10)
where µ is an arbitrary mass scale parameter, ρk = 1(2)
for gauge and Yukawa (scalar quartic) coupling con-
stants, and a
(n)
k are to be calculated perturbatively. The
β-functions of xk are defined to be
βxk = µ
dxk
dµ
∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
(11)
It is easy to see that
βxk =
∑
l
ρlxl
∂a
(1)
k
∂xl
− ρka
(1)
k (12)
Perturbatively, one has
βxk =
1
(4π)2
βIxk +
1
(4π)4
βIIxk + · · · (13)
where βIxk and β
II
xk
are one- and two-loop contributions,
respectively. The wave function renormalization constant
Zi of the i-th field can be expressed as
Zi = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
C
(n)
i
1
ǫn
(14)
The corresponding anomalous dimension is
γi =
1
2
µ
d
dµ
logZi = −
1
2
∑
l
ρlxl
∂C
(1)
i
∂xl
. (15)
Also perturbatively, one has
γi =
1
(4π)2
γIi +
1
(4π)4
γIIi + · · · (16)
where γIi and γ
II
i are one- and two-loop contributions,
respectively.
(a)
a b
(b)
a b
FIG. 1: Fermion radiative corrections to scalar propagator
The constraint on Yukawa coupling matrices imposed
by gauge invariance is given by
Y bjkθ
A
ba + Y
a
jlt
A
lk + t
A∗
jl Y
a
lk = 0. (17)
When a fermion is involved simultaneously with a
Yukawa coupling and a gauge coupling, one usually has
the combination Y ajlt
A
lk + t
A∗
jl Y
a
lk. This is to say, in these
cases, Y a is always preceded by a tA∗ or followed by a
tA. Eq. (17) can thus be used to simplify the gauge
structure of Feynman diagrams. In [7–9], fermion fields
are implicitly assumed to be real so tA are pure imag-
inary and antisymmetric. tA⋆jl was substituted by −t
A
jl
and eq. (17) is reduced to
Y bjkθ
A
ba + Y
a
jlt
A
lk − t
A
jlY
a
lk = 0. (18)
However, in most physical theories, fermions are in gen-
eral Weyl and complex, with only possible exceptions of
neutrinos and gauginos as real Majorona fermions. For-
tunately, close inspections of Feynman diagrams show
that both approaches yield the same final results in most
cases. In cases where they differ, we will retain tA⋆jl .
By assuming real fermion fields, the direction of a
fermion propagator needs not to be discriminated either.
Shown in Fig. 1 are two fermion loop diagrams which
contribute to the propagators of scalar fields. The two
diagrams are different for complex fermions and the total
result is proportional to
Y ab2 (S) =
1
2
Tr(Y +aY b + Y +bY a). (19)
Y ab2 (S) forms a hermitian matrices and is block diagonal
for each irreducible representation of eigenvalue Y2(S).
For real fermions, the two terms in Y ab2 (S) become equal
and they reduce to a common factor Tr(Y +aY b). Again,
we will retain eq. (19) and other similar combinations.
The second part of the Lagrangian is,
L1 = −
1
2
[(mf )jkψjζψk + h.c.]−
m2ab
2!
φaφb
−
habc
3!
φaφbφc (20)
In principle, the β functions of (mf )jk, m
2
ab and habc can
be calculated directly. But this would be tedious and can
be avoided. To do so, we introduce a non-propagating
3dummy real scalar field φ
dˆ
with no gauge interactions
and rewrite the Lagrangian as,
L1 = −
1
2
(
Y dˆjkψjζψkφdˆ + h.c
)
−
λ
abdˆdˆ
4!
φaφbφdˆφdˆ
−
λ
abcdˆ
4!
φaφbφcφdˆ (21)
with the substitution of Y dˆij = (mf )ij , λabdˆdˆ = 2m
2
ab and
λ
abcdˆ
= habc. The β functions of mf , m
2
ab and habc are
equal to those of the new Yukawa coupling Y dˆ, quartic
scalar coupling λ
abdˆdˆ
, and λ
abcdˆ
. The latter can be read-
ily obtained from the β functions of Y a and λabcd by
suppressing both the summations of the dˆ-type indices
and related gauge couplings.
III. WAVE FUNCTION RENORMALIZATION
A. Scalar wave function renormalization
To one loop, the anomalous dimensions of scalars are
γsIab = 2κY
ab
2 (S)− g
2(3− ξ)Cab2 (S) (22)
To two loops,
γsIIab = −g
4Cab2 (S)
[(
35
3
− 2ξ −
1
4
ξ2
)
C2(G)
−
10
3
κS2(F )−
11
12
S2(S)
]
+
1
2
Λ2ab(S)
+
3
2
g4Cac2 (S)C
cb
2 (S)− 3κH
2
ab(S)
− 2κH¯2ab(S) + 10κg
2Y 2Fab (S) (23)
where κ = 1/2(1) for two(four)-component fermions, and
Λ2ab(S) =
1
6
λacdeλbcde (24)
H2ab(S) =
1
2
Tr(Y aY +bY cY +c + Y +aY bY +cY c)(25)
H¯2ab(S) =
1
2
Tr(Y aY +cY bY +c + Y +aY cY +bY c)(26)
Y 2Fab (S) =
1
2
Tr
[
C2(F )(Y
aY +b + Y bY +a)
]
(27)
In contrast with [7], Y ab2 (S), H
2
ab(S), H¯
2
ab(S) and Y
2F
ab (S)
are modified so they are hermitian for complex fermions.
As mentioned above, it is due to that complex fermion
lines have two distinct directions in Feynman diagrams.
The contributions of the two parts are hermitian conju-
gate to each other. For real fermions, both contributions
are real. So they are equal and can be combined. Similar
structure appears in later results. Here and hereafter, we
express the Casmir factors as Cab2 (S) instead of C2(S)δab
and Cac2 (S)C
cb
2 (S) instead of C
2
2 (S)δab, to accommodate
reducible representations.
B. Fermion wave function renormalization
To one loop, the anomalous dimensions of fermions are
γFI =
1
2
Y aY +a + g2C2(F )ξ (28)
To two loops,
γFII = −
1
8
Y aY +bY bY +a −
3
2
κY aY +bY ab2 (S)
+ g2
[
9
2
Cab2 (S)Y
aY +b −
7
4
C2(F )Y
aY +a
−
1
4
Y aC2(F )Y
+a
]
+ g4C2(F )
[(
25
4
+ 2ξ +
1
4
ξ2
)
C2(G)
− 2κS2(F )−
1
4
S2(S)
]
−
3
2
g4 [C2(F )]
2
(29)
Here the only modification is in the Y ab2 (S), which ap-
pears in the first line of eq.(29). This is due to one-loop
fermion sub-diagrams in scalar field propagators.
IV. DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
A. The gauge coupling constant
The β-function for the gauge coupling constants has
been extensively studied. Recent results are up to the
fourth order. Here we include the two loop results for
completeness,
β(g) = −
g3
(4π)2
{
11
3
C2(G) −
4
3
κS2(F )−
1
6
S2(S)
+
2κ
(4π)2
Y4(F )
}
−
g5
(4π)4
{
34
3
[C2(G)]
2
−κ
[
4C2(F ) +
20
3
C2(G)
]
S2(F )
−
[
2C2(S) +
1
3
C2(G)
]
S2(S)
}
(30)
where Y4(F ) is defined through
Y4(F ) =
1
d(G)
Tr
[
C2(F )Y
aY +a
]
(31)
d(G) is the dimension of the group. Note that though
the Yukawa couplings are normalized differently, eq. (30)
assumes the same form as eq (6.1) of [7].
B. The Yukawa couplings
The β-functions of the Yukawa couplings can be ex-
pressed as
βa = γa + γ+FY a + Y aγF + γSabY
b (32)
4where γa are the anomalous dimensions of the operators
φaψjζψk, γ
F and γSab are the anomalous dimensions of
the corresponding fermions and bosons, respectively. To
one loop,
βaI =
1
2
[
Y +2 (F )Y
a + Y aY2(F )
]
+ 2Y bY +aY b
+2κY bY ab2 (S)− 3g
2{C2(F ), Y
a} (33)
where
Y2(F ) = Y
+aY a (34)
To two loops,
βaII = 2Y
cY +bY a(Y +cY b − Y +bY c)
− Y b
[
Y2(F )Y
+a + Y +aY +2 (F )
]
Y b
−
1
8
[
Y bY2(F )Y
+bY a + Y aY +bY +2 (F )Y
b
]
− 4κY ac2 (S)Y
bY +cY b − 2κY bH¯2ab(S)
−
3
2
κY bc2 (S)(Y
bY +cY a + Y aY +cY b)
− 3κY bH2ab(S)− 2λabcdY
bY +cY d +
1
2
Λ2ab(S)Y
b
+ 3g2{C2(F ), Y
bY +aY b}+ 5g2Y b{C2(F ), Y
+a}Y b
−
7
4
g2[C2(F )Y
+
2 (F )Y
a + Y aY2(F )C2(F )]
−
1
4
g2[Y bC2(F )Y
+bY a + Y aY +bC2(F )Y
b]
+ 6g2Ha2t + 10κg
2Y bY 2Fab (S)
+ 6g2[Cbc2 (S)Y
bY +aY c − 2Cac2 (S)Y
bY +cY b]
+
9
2
g2Cbc2 (S)(Y
bY +cY a + Y aY +cY b)
−
3
2
g4{[C2(F )]
2 , Y a}+ 6g4Cab2 (S){C2(F ), Y
b}
+ g4
[
−
97
6
C2(G) +
10
3
κS2(F )
+
11
12
S2(S)
]
{C2(F ), Y
a} −
21
2
g4Cab2 (S)C
bc
2 (S)Y
c
+ g4Cab2 (S)
[
49
4
C2(G)− 2κS2(F )−
1
4
S2(S)
]
Y b(35)
where
Ha2t = t
A∗Y aY +btA∗Y b + Y btAY +bY atA (36)
The second term in the fourth line, the first term in
the sixth line, and the second term in the tenth line,
are expressed in terms of the hermitian gauge invariants
H¯2ab(S), H
2
ab(S), and Y
2F
ab (S), respectively. They are all
from the γ-functions of the scalar fields. They differ from
the fourth line and the ninth line of (3.3) in [8], which
included only parts of the expressions. In Ha2t, in front
of Y a and Y b one has tA∗ instead of tA, again due to the
fact that fermions are complex.
C. The scalar quartic couplings
The β-functions of the scalar quartic couplings can be
expressed as
βabcd = γabcd +
∑
i
γS(i)λabcd (37)
where γabcd are the anomalous dimensions of the opera-
tors φaφbφcφd, γ
S(i) is the anomalous dimension of the
scalar field i. To one-loop,
βIabcd = Λ
2
abcd − 8κHabcd + 2κΛ
Y
abcd
−3g2ΛSabcd + 3g
4Aabcd (38)
where
Λ2abcd =
1
8
∑
perms
λabefλefcd (39)
Habcd =
1
4
∑
perms
Tr(Y aY +bY cY +d) (40)
ΛYabcd =
∑
i
Y2(i)λabcd (41)
ΛSabcd =
∑
i
C2(i)λabcd (42)
Aabcd =
1
8
∑
perms
{θA, θB}ab{θ
A, θB}cd (43)
To two loops,
βIIabcd =
1
2
∑
i
Λ2(i)λabcd − Λ¯
3
abcd − 4κΛ¯
2Y
abcd
+ κ
{
8H¯λabcd −
∑
i
[
3H2(i) + 2H¯2(i)
]
λabcd
}
+ 4κ(HYabcd + 2H¯
Y
abcd + 2H
3
abcd)
+ g2
{
2Λ¯2Sabcd − 6Λ
2g
abcd + 4κ(H
S
abcd −H
F
abcd)
+10κ
∑
i
Y 2F (i)λabcd
}
− g4
{[
35
3
C2(G)−
10
3
κS2(F )−
11
12
S2(S)
]
ΛSabcd
−
3
2
ΛSSabcd −
5
2
Aλabcd −
1
2
A¯λabcd
+4κ(BYabcd − 10B¯
Y
abcd)
}
+ g6
{[
161
6
C2(G)−
32
3
κS2(F )−
7
3
S2(S)
]
Aabcd
−
15
2
ASabcd + 27A
g
abcd
}
(44)
where Λ2(i), H2(i), H¯2(i) and Y 2F (i) are the eigenvalues
of the invariants of Λ2ab(S), H
2
ab(S), H¯
2
ab(S), Y
2F
ab (S),
respectively. The other invariants are defined by
Λ¯3abcd =
1
4
∑
perms
λabefλceghλdfgh (45)
5Λ¯2Yabcd =
1
8
∑
perms
Y fg2 (S)λabefλcdeg (46)
H¯λabcd =
1
8
∑
perms
λabefTr(Y
cY +eY dY +f
+Y +cY eY +dY f ) (47)
HYabcd =
∑
perms
Tr
[
Y2(F )Y
+aY bY +cY d
]
(48)
H¯Yabcd =
1
2
∑
perms
Tr(Y eY +aY eY +bY cY +d
+Y +eY aY +eY bY +cY d) (49)
H3abcd =
1
2
∑
perms
Tr(Y aY +bY eY +cY dY +e) (50)
Λ¯2Sabcd =
1
8
∑
perms
Cfg2 (S)λabefλcdeg (51)
Λ2gabcd =
1
8
∑
perms
λabefλcdghθ
A
egθ
A
fh (52)
HSabcd =
∑
i
C2(i)Habcd (53)
HFabcd =
∑
perms
Tr
[
{C2(F ), Y
a}Y +bY cY +d
]
(54)
ΛSSabcd =
∑
i
[C2(i)]
2
λabcd (55)
Aλabcd =
1
4
∑
perms
λabef {θ
A, θB}ef{θ
A, θB}cd (56)
A¯λabcd =
1
4
∑
perms
λabef {θ
A, θB}ce{θ
A, θB}df (57)
BYabcd =
1
4
∑
perms
{θA, θB}abTr
[
tA∗tB∗Y cY +d
+Y ctAtBY +d
]
(58)
B¯Yabcd =
1
4
∑
perms
{θA, θB}abTr(t
A∗Y ctBY +d) (59)
ASabcd =
∑
i
C2(i)Aabcd (60)
Agabcd =
1
8
fACEfBDE
∑
perms
{θA, θB}ab{θ
C , θD}cd(61)
In the first term of BYabcd, Y
c is preceded by tA∗tB∗ in-
stead of tAtB, since the fermions are complex. Similarly
in B¯Yabcd, Y
c is preceded by tA∗ instead of tA. Since there
is only one t factor in this case, this introduces one extra
minus sign. Therefore, the relative sign between BYabcd
and B¯Yabcd in Eq.(44) is minus while it was plus in [9]. In
addition to H2ab(S), H¯
2
ab(S), and Y
2F
ab (S), H¯
Y
abcd is also
re-expressed to be hermitian.
V. DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS
A. Fermion mass
The β-functions of fermion mass can be inferred from
those of the Yukawa couplings by taking the a-indices to
be dummy. The trilinear scalar terms start to contribute
from two-loops. The one loop result is
βImf =
1
2
[
Y +2 (F )mf +mfY2(F )
]
+ 2Y bm+f Y
b
+κY bTr(m+f Y
b +mfY
+b)
−3g2{C2(F ),mf} (62)
The two loop result is
βIImf = 2Y
cY +bmf (Y
+cY b − Y +bY c)
− Y b
[
Y2(F )m
+
f +m
+
f Y
+
2 (F )
]
Y b
−
1
8
[
Y bY2(F )Y
+bmf +mfY
+bY +2 (F )Y
b
]
− 2κY bY +cY bTr(m+f Y
c +mfY
+c)
−
3
2
κY bc2 (S)(Y
bY +cmf +mfY
+cY b)
−
3
2
κY bTr
[
Y2(F )Y
+bmf +m
+
f Y
+
2 (F )Y
b
]
− κY bTr(Y cm+f Y
cY +b + Y +cmfY
+cY b)
− 2hbcdY
bY +cY d +
1
12
hcdeλbcdeY
b
+ 3g2{C2(F ), Y
bm+f Y
b}+ 5g2Y b{C2(F ),m
+
f }Y
b
−
7
4
g2[C2(F )Y
+
2 (F )mf +mfY2(F )C2(F )]
−
1
4
g2[Y bC2(F )Y
+bmf +mfY
+bC2(F )Y
b]
+ 6g2[tA∗mfY
+btA∗Y b + Y btAY +bmf t
A]
+ 5κg2Y bTr[C2(F )(mfY
+b + Y bm+f )]
+ 6g2Cbc2 (S)Y
bm+f Y
c −
3
2
g4{[C2(F )]
2
,mf}
+
9
2
g2Cbc2 (S)(Y
bY +cmf +mfY
+cY b)
+ g4
[
−
97
6
C2(G) +
10
3
κS2(F )
+
11
12
S2(S)
]
{C2(F ),mf} (63)
B. Trilinear scalar couplings
The β-functions of trilinear scalar couplings can be in-
ferred from those of the quartic couplings by taking one
of the four indices to be dummy. The fermion masses
contribute from one-loop. One loop result is
βIhabc = Λ
2
abc − 8κHabc + 2κΛ
Y
abc − 3g
2ΛSabc (64)
6where the invariants are defined as
Λ2abc =
1
2
∑
perms
λabefhefc (65)
Habc =
1
2
∑
perms
Tr(mfY
+aY bY +c + Y am+f Y
bY +c)(66)
ΛYabc =
∑
i
Y2(i)habc (67)
ΛSabc =
∑
i
C2(i)habc (68)
The two loop result is
βIIhabc =
1
2
∑
i
Λ2(i)habc − Λ¯
3
abc − 4κΛ¯
2Y
abc
+ κ
{
8H¯λmabc + 8H¯
h
abc
−
∑
i
[
3H2(i) + 2H¯2(i)
]
habc
}
+ 4κ(HYabc + 2H¯
Y
abc + 2H
3
abc)
+ g2
{
2Λ¯2Sabc − 6Λ
2g
abc + 4κ(H
S
abc −H
F
abc)
+10κ
∑
i
Y 2F (i)habc
}
− g4
{[
35
3
C2(G) −
10
3
κS2(F )−
11
12
S2(S)
]
ΛSabc
−
3
2
ΛSSabc −
5
2
Aλabc −
1
2
A¯λabc
+4κ(BYabc − 10B¯
Y
abc)
}
(69)
where the invariants are defined as
Λ¯3abc =
1
2
∑
perms
(λabefλceglhfgl + λaeglλbfglhcef )(70)
Λ¯2Yabc =
1
2
∑
perms
Y fg2 (S)λabefhceg (71)
H¯λmabc =
1
8
∑
perms
λabefTr
(
Y cY +emfY
+f
+mfY
+eY cY +f + Y +cY em+f Y
f
+m+f Y
eY +cY f
)
(72)
H¯habc =
1
4
∑
perms
haefTr(Y
bY +eY cY +f
+Y +bY eY +cY f ) (73)
HYabc =
∑
perms
Tr
[
Y2(F )(m
+
f Y
aY +bY c
+Y +amfY
+bY c + Y +aY bm+f Y
c
+Y +aY bY +cmf )
]
(74)
H¯Yabc =
1
2
∑
perms
Tr
(
Y em+f Y
eY +aY bY +c
+Y eY +aY em+f Y
bY +c
+Y eY +aY eY +bmfY
+c
+Y eY +aY eY +bY cm+f + h.c
)
(75)
H3abc =
1
2
∑
perms
Tr
(
mfY
+aY eY +bY cY +e
+Y am+f Y
eY +bY cY +e
+Y aY +bY em+f Y
cY +e
+ Y aY +bY eY +cmfY
+e
)
(76)
Λ¯2Sabc =
1
2
∑
perms
Cfg2 (S)haefλbceg (77)
Λ2gabc =
1
2
∑
perms
haefλbcglθ
A
egθ
A
fl (78)
HSabc =
∑
i
C2(i)Habc (79)
HFabc =
∑
perms
Tr
[
{C2(F ),mf}Y
+aY bY +c
+{C2(F ), Y
a}m+f Y
bY +c
+{C2(F ), Y
a}Y +bmfY
+c
+ {C2(F ), Y
a}Y +bY cmf
]
(80)
ΛSSabc =
∑
i
[C2(i)]
2
habc (81)
Aλabc =
1
2
∑
perms
haef{θ
A, θB}ef{θ
A, θB}bc (82)
A¯λabc =
1
2
∑
perms
haef{θ
A, θB}be{θ
A, θB}cf (83)
BYabc =
1
4
∑
perms
{θA, θB}abTr
(
tA∗tB∗mfY
+c
+mf t
AtBY +c + tA∗tB∗Y cm+f
+Y ctAtBm+f
)
(84)
B¯Yabc =
1
4
∑
perms
{θA, θB}abTr
(
tA∗mf t
BY +c
+tA∗Y ctBm+f
)
(85)
C. Scalar mass
The β-functions of scalar masses can also be inferred
from those of the quartic couplings by taking two of the
four indices to be dummy. From one loop, both fermion
masses and trilinear terms contribute. One loop result is
βIm2
ab
= m2efλabef + haefhbef − 4κHab
−3g2ΛSab + 2κΛ
Y
ab (86)
7where the invariants are defined as
Hab = Tr
[
(Y aY +b + Y bY +a)mfm
+
f
+(Y +aY b + Y +bY a)m+f mf
+Y am+f Y
bm+f +mfY
+amfY
+b
]
(87)
ΛSab =
∑
i
C2(i)m
2
ab (88)
ΛYab =
∑
i
Y2(i)m
2
ab (89)
The two-loop contribution is
βIIm2
ab
=
1
2
∑
i
Λ2(i)m2ab −
1
2
Λ¯3ab − 4κΛ¯
2Y
ab
+ κ
{
4H¯λab −
∑
i
[
3H2(i) + 2H¯2(i)
]
m2ab
}
+ 2κ(HYab + 2H¯
Y
ab + 2H
3
ab)
+ g2
{
2Λ¯2Sab − 6Λ
2g
ab + 2κ(H
S
ab −H
F
ab)
+ 10κ
∑
i
Y 2F (i)m2ab
}
− g4
{[
35
3
C2(G)−
10
3
κS2(F )−
11
12
S2(S)
]
ΛSab
−
3
2
ΛSSab −
5
2
Aλab −
1
2
A¯λab
+2κ(BYab − 10B¯
Y
ab)
}
(90)
where the invariants are defined as
Λ¯3ab = λabefheglhfgl + 2m
2
efλaeglλbfgl
+2haefhfglλbegl + 2hbefhfglλaegl (91)
Λ¯2Yab = Y
fg
2 (S)(m
2
egλabef + haefhbeg) (92)
H¯λab =
1
2
λabefTr(mfY
+emfY
+f + h.c.)
+m2efTr(Y
aY +eY bY +f + h.c.)
+haefTr(Y
bY +emfY
+f + h.c.)
+hbefTr(Y
aY +emfY
+f + h.c.) (93)
HYab = 2Tr
[
{Y2(F ),m
+
f mf}(Y
+aY b + Y +bY a)
]
+ 2Tr
[
Y2(F )Y
+amf (Y
+bmf +m
+
f Y
b)
+Y2(F )m
+
f Y
a(Y +bmf +m
+
f Y
b)
+Y2(F )Y
+bmf (Y
+amf +m
+
f Y
a)
+Y2(F )m
+
f Y
b(Y +amf +m
+
f Y
a)
]
(94)
H¯Yab = Tr
[
(Y eY +aY eY +b + Y eY +bY eY +a)mfm
+
f
+Y em+f Y
em+f (Y
aY +b + Y bY +a)
+Y eY +aY em+f (Y
bm+f +mfY
+b)
+Y em+f Y
eY +a(Y bm+f +mfY
+b)
+Y eY +bY em+f (Y
am+f +mfY
+a)
+Y em+f Y
eY +b(Y am+f +mfY
+a) + h.c.
]
(95)
H3ab = Tr
[
(Y aY +b + Y bY +a)Y em+f mfY
+e
+mfm
+
f Y
e(Y +aY b + Y +bY a)Y +e
+Y am+f Y
e(Y +bmf +m
+
f Y
b)Y +e
+mfY
+aY e(Y +bmf +m
+
f Y
b)Y +e
+Y bm+f Y
e(Y +amf +m
+
f Y
a)Y +e
+mfY
+bY e(Y +amf +m
+
f Y
a)Y +e
]
(96)
Λ¯2Sab = C
fg
2 (S)λabefm
2
eg + C
fg
2 (S)haefhbeg (97)
Λ2gab = λabefm
2
gl + haefhbglθ
A
egθ
A
fl (98)
HSab =
∑
i
C2(i)Hab (99)
HFab = 2Tr
[
{C2(F ), Y
a}Y +bmfm
+
f
+{C2(F ), Y
b}Y +amfm
+
f
+{C2(F ),mf}m
+
f (Y
aY +b + Y bY +a)
+{C2(F ), Y
a}m+f (Y
bm+f +mfY
+b)
+{C2(F ),mf}Y
+a(Y bm+f +mfY
+b)
+{C2(F ), Y
b}m+f (Y
am+f +mfY
+a)
+{C2(F ),mf}Y
+b(Y am+f +mfY
+a)
]
(100)
ΛSSab =
∑
i
[C2(i)]
2
m2ab (101)
Aλab = m
2
ef{θ
A, θB}ef{θ
A, θB}ab (102)
A¯λab = m
2
ef{θ
A, θB}ae{θ
A, θB}bf (103)
BYab = {θ
A, θB}abTr(t
A∗tB∗mfm
+
f +mf t
AtBm+f )(104)
B¯Yab = {θ
A, θB}abTr(t
A∗mf t
Bm+f ) (105)
VI. EXTENSION TO NON-SIMPLE GROUPS
So far, the gague group is assumed to be simple. These
results can be extended to semi-simple groups by assign-
ing appropriate substitution rules, based upon close in-
spections of relevant Feynman diagrams [7–9].
Assume the gauge group is a direct product simple
groups, G1×· · ·×Gn, with corresponding gauge coupling
constants g1, . . . , gn. The substitution rules for the gauge
coupling constants are
g3C2(G)→ g
3
kC2(Gk) (106)
g3S2(R)→ g
3
kS
k
2 (R) (107)
g5[C2(G)]
2 → g5k[C2(Gk)]
2 (108)
g5C2(G)S2(R)→ g
5
kC2(Gk)S
k
2 (R) (109)
g5C2(R)S2(R)→
∑
l
g3kg
2
l C
l
2(R)S
k
2 (R) (110)
8here and hereafter, k and l are subgroup indices, R can
be either S or F .
For other β and γ functions, we first have the following
general substitution rules
g2C2(R)→
∑
k
g2kC
k
2 (R) (111)
g4C2(G)C2(R)→
∑
k
g4kC2(Gk)C
k
2 (R) (112)
g4S2(R)C2(R
′)→
∑
k
g4kS
k
2 (R)C
k
2 (R
′) (113)
g4C2(R)C2(R
′)→
∑
k,l
g2kg
2
l C
k
2 (R)C
l
2(R
′) (114)
In Ha2t, B
Y
abcd, B
Y
abc, B
Y
ab, B¯
Y
abcd, B¯
Y
abc, B¯
Y
ab, the sub-
stitution rules are
θA → θAk , θ
B → θBl
tA → tAk , t
B → tBl
(tA∗ → tA∗k , t
B∗ → tB∗l )
g4 → g2kg
2
l (115)
For example, g4BYabcd is substituted by
1
4
∑
k,l
g2kg
2
l
∑
perms
{θAk , θ
B
l }abTr(t
A∗
k t
B∗
l Y
cY +d+Y ctAk t
B
l Y
+d)
(116)
In quartic coupling, trilinear coupling and scalar mass-
square terms, further substitution rules are needed. In-
troduce a new tensor
Λab,cd = (θ
A)ac(θ
A)bd (117)
so the gauge invariants Aabcd can be rewritten as
Aabcd =
1
4
∑
perms
(Λac,efΛef,bd + Λae,fdΛeb,cf ). (118)
The substitution rule for Λab,cd is
g2Λab,cd →
∑
k
g2kΛ
k
ab,cd (119)
Thus g4Aabcd can be substituted by
1
4
∑
k,l
g2kg
2
l
∑
perms
(Λkac,efΛ
l
ef,bd + Λ
k
ae,fdΛ
l
eb,cf ) (120)
g6S2(R)Aabcd by
1
4
∑
k,l
g4kg
2
l S
k
2 (R)
∑
perms
(Λkac,efΛ
l
ef,bd + Λ
k
ae,fdΛ
l
eb,cf)
(121)
g6C2(G)Aabcd by
1
4
∑
k,l
g4kg
2
l C2(Gk)
∑
perms
(Λkac,efΛ
l
ef,bd + Λ
k
ae,fdΛ
l
eb,cf )
(122)
and g6ASabcd by
∑
k
∑
i
g2kC
k
2 (i)
1
4
∑
l,m
g2l g
2
m
×
∑
perms
(Λlac,efΛ
m
ef,bd + Λ
l
ae,fdΛ
m
eb,cf ) (123)
Finally, one has
g6Agabcd →
∑
k
g6kA
g
abcd(k) (124)
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have now presented the complete set of two-loop
renormalization group equations in general gauge theo-
ries. This included the β-functions of parameters with
and without a mass dimension. We have so far restricted
the gauge groups to be semi-simple. If the gauge group
contains more than one U(1) group, the situation is sub-
tle. If there are no kinetic mixings between the U(1)
groups after renormalization, these results can applied
by straightforward extension. If there are kinetic mix-
ings, these results have to be applied with caution. In
general, modifications will be warranted [12]. In the case
of the SM where one has only one U(1) group, one readily
reproduces the results in [11].
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